
The  Terrorizing Spider! 

It was another typical day in Dr Goo’s secret laboratory who was busy once again testing one of his 

unknown    experiments, this time he was focusing on a spider.  He had just concocted his third potion, 

but this one was florescent yellow and absolutely stunk.  He gently poured it over the spider, it scurried 

to a corner in the glass box, with the liquid oozing off its back.  Then suddenly, there was a loud   BANG!! 

Smoke filled the room, the Dr Goo frantically waved his hands about trying to clear the air, he could 

see the spider gradually getting larger and larger.  Within seconds   the   monster (the spider), flew out  

the  laboratory window and began to terrorize  the  world! 

 Dr Goo tried to grab the spider but spider was too quick, Dr Goo, knew he had made a terrible mistake. 

He hurried to his desk to find a potion that would make the spider small again. He picked up a tube 

marked “Test 3” on it. Inside contained a green, bubbly liquid which smelt like rotten eggs, he pulled 

out a hamster in a cage.   Again, he poured the liquid on the hamster, bubbles filled the air, and guest 

what! It made the poor hamster crazy! It jumped up and down and turned in circles.  “Oops!” said Dr 

Goo. Next, he reached for a jar which was labelled “Cool” and tried it on his own cat. It did exactly what 

it said on the jar and made the cat cool. Unexpectedly, the cat stood on his hind legs, then pulled out 

an electric guitar along with dark black sunglasses and started to play rock music. Dr Goo giggled to 

himself and knew this was not the solution.  

Dr Goo said to himself, “there must be another way!” He quickly took out all of his tools along with 

every science book he had and got to work on a new remedy.  In  the  middle  of  his  experiment  he  

stopped   and  thought  “How  do  we  kill  a  normal  spider?”  “Ha!” “A hoover”, “I shall build a hoover 

to suck up the spider.”                                                                 

So   he  worked  for many hours  and  created  a  monstrous  hoover  bigger  than  the  spider its self. 

Off, he went in search of the spider, it didn’t take him long to find it as there was devastation on the 

streets, cobwebs hung from monument’s.  Dr Goo could not believe what he was seeing, the town’s 

people were petrified. Finally,  he  saw  a  giant  cobweb  and  there  it  lay,  the  spider   munching  

away  on  a  building,  what  a  shock! He aimed the hoover straight at the mammoth spider and pressed 

the “RED” button, the hoover illuminated and a loud hissing began, gradually sucking up the spider. 

The spider clung on to its web but the hoover was too powerful and within seconds the spider was 

gone forever.  The crowd cheered, Dr Goo knew he would never do any more spiders test ever again. 
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